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Meeting Summary 
Subject Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting #17 
Date and Time April 27, 2022/3:00 p.m. 
Location Online via Zoom (recording: https://youtu.be/6G_6qUphd00)  

 

Attendees Organization 
Amanda Garcia-Snell Washington County Community Engagement 
Bill Baumann Community in Motion 
Dwight Brashear SMART 
Eduardo Ramos At-large member 
Fabian Hidalgo  Oregon Food Bank 
James Paulson WorkSystems Inc. Board 
John Gardner TriMet 
Ismael Armenta At-Large; Oregon Walks 
Michael Espinoza Portland Bureau of Transportation 
Park Woodworth Ride Connection 
Dr. Philip Wu Oregon Environmental Council 
Sharon Smith Oregon Transportation Commission 
Not in attendance: Abe Moland, Clackamas County Health and Transportation; Germaine Flentroy, Beyond Black/Play, Grow, 
Learn; Kari Schlosshauer, At-Large 

1 Project Team 
Name Meeting Role Name Meeting Role 

Jessica Stanton Facilitator Chris Lepe Project team,  
Garet Prior Project team Nicole McDermott Project team,  
Lucinda Broussard Project Team MJ Jackson Project team 
Nick Fazio Zoom host Ping Khaw Project team 
 

2 Welcome  
Jessica Stanton, Facilitator, welcomed Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee (EMAC) members and led 
them through a centering exercise. Jessica then went over meeting logistics, proposed outcomes, and the 
agenda for the meeting.  

3 Where We’ve Been/Where We’re Headed 
Jessica reminded the group about the work that was done in the February EMAC meeting to reach 
agreement on the recommendations-drafting process. She set the intention to use this meeting (EMAC 

https://youtu.be/6G_6qUphd00
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Meeting #17) to review part one of the draft recommendations, including feedback from ODOT and the 
Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC).  

4 EMAC recommendations 
Jessica went over EMAC’s purpose and charge and provided a refresher on EMAC’s trauma-informed 
approach to guiding the creation of an equitable toll program. Key milestones on the path to 
recommendations included EMAC’s seven foundational statements. Each statement was unanimously 
accepted by the OTC to be used as building blocks for all EMAC’s work to come.  

Dr. Phil Wu, Michael Espinoza, and James Paulson (EMAC sub team members - “Navigators”) were 
introduced to talk about the Navigators’ process developing the draft recommendations. The Three Rs – 
rate, responsibility, and revenue – have guided their process. Dr. Wu informed the group that Meeting 
#17 will focus on recommendations that deal with “rate” and “responsibility,” and that part two of the 
recommendations to be presented in May will deal with “revenue.” 

There were four Recommended Actions discussed. Michael Espinoza spoke to Recommended Actions 1 
and 2. Dr. Wu spoke to Recommended Action 3. James Paulson spoke to Recommended Action 4. 

Recommended Action 1  

• Demand management with the goals we recommend should be the foundation for how we study 
and design toll rate setting on I-5 and I-205. 

• Price tolls at a level that manages congestion (initially and adjustments long-term) and eliminates 
the need for additional highway travel lanes in these areas. 

• Incentives supporting carpooling and vanpooling should be expanded and advertised before 
tolling begins. 

Recommended Action 2 

• Establish area specific goals and measurements (such as reducing air pollutants harmful to 
human health, reducing vehicle miles traveled (VMT), and avoiding disproportionate cost burdens 
on populations with lower incomes), to inform the initial design, toll rate setting, and long-term 
monitoring and adjustments of tolling on I-5 and I-205 – especially for areas that are identified as 
historically underrepresented and underserved. 

Recommended Action 3 

• To inform the OTC’s work on decisions about I-5 and I-205 toll rate adjustments and 
accountability for equitable actions once tolls are in place, we recommend establishing an equity 
advisory committee composed of people with lived experience or who work directly with 
historically underrepresented and underserved populations near the tolled facilities or impacted 
by tolling.  
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• The committee's charge will be to provide equity oversight and review and confirm, through a 
transparent process, all future toll rate setting adjustments, tolling revenue allocation, and matters 
of modifying the toll program’s impacts on the community.  

Recommended Action 4 

• In contracting for the development as well as the long-term operation of the Oregon Toll Program, 
ODOT should report how they are engaging with business organizations and local business 
owners, as they attempt to reduce the negative effects of diversion for small, minority, and 
woman-owned businesses. In addition, ODOT should report to the equity advisory committee, 
relevant agencies, community-based organizations, and the community on the progress of 
engaging these business owners and outcomes based on said engagement. Finally, ODOT can 
work with the equity advisory committee on implementing robust engagement with measurable 
equitable results.  

Following review of the recommended actions, Jessica asked the larger group if EMAC is heading in the 
right direction (thumbs up or thumbs down). The majority of EMAC members gave a “thumbs up” to being 
80% in the right direction. 

4.1 Oregon Transportation Commission and ODOT Feedback  
Jessica introduced OTC’s Commissioner Sharon Smith (OTC) and ODOT Toll Program Director Lucinda 
Broussard to provide their feedback on the recommendations.  

Commissioner Smith said her goal is to understand EMAC’s needs and goals while also understanding 
how these recommendations can be actionable within the legal and implementation framework of tolling. 
She highlighted the recent approval of $10 million toward the Innovative Mobility Pilot Program, and said 
that this program would be delivered consistent with the values and recommendations of EMAC. This 
would include a focus on multimodal access and collaboration with marginalized groups and 
organizations. The OTC has also approved $255 million in non-highway funding for bicycle, pedestrian, 
and transit programs. Commissioner Smith said that the OTC is taking action in advance of the toll 
program and wants EMAC’s recommendations to be folded into the agency’s strategic plan.  

Director Broussard went through a set of refinements to the language in each of the four recommended 
actions that were presented. She expressed appreciation for EMAC taking up a plan for addressing small, 
minority, and/or woman-owned businesses. Regarding Recommended Action 3, Director Broussard 
provided the following context: there will be a rate-setting committee that will have to be set up, as well as 
an adjustments committee and an equity advisory committee. She suggested considering how the needs 
for an oversight committee in Recommended Action 3 can be achieved with the committees that are 
already being set up instead of creating another one. She expressed the importance of speaking to the 
people who’ll be affected about their experience on the road, and to think of equity questions outside of 
technical data about the toll rate, number of people in the program, etc.  

• An EMAC member agreed with Director Broussard’s suggestion to discuss #3 more. He said that 
what EMAC does not want is for any newly stood-up committees to have only a couple of 
members representing equity communities and to end up being a minority stake. EMAC 
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Navigators have discussed potentially having a committee where the majority of members are 
representative of equity communities.  

• An EMAC member said they’re trying to understand where EMAC’s opportunities are to affect 
change. “How do we keep the power within the equity so that [ODOT] is not just checking a box?” 
They said they want to ensure equity is part of the way the work is being done at its core.  

o Director Broussard asked if they’re still geared toward toll rate setting, and the EMAC 
confirmed yes. Director Broussard said there’ll need to be more conversations. 

• Referring to Director Broussard’s comment about the need for clear outcomes, an EMAC member 
said they want to prioritize reducing single-occupancy vehicles and boosting the amount of 
transportation options in the system.  

• In response to Commissioner Smith’s request for a high-level explanation of what the toll rate 
setting committee is, Director Broussard explained that this toll rate setting committee is a rules 
advisory committee, and will be the blueprint for state toll rate setting committees/programs in the 
future. This committee will be addressing how much revenue will be needed. 

o In response to a follow-up question about how toll rate monitoring and feedback would 
look, Director Broussard said that it will be a completely public process, and that there 
are examples from around the country for what public engagement around rate setting 
could look like.  

o Commissioner Smith suggested to provide a high-level explanation of the rate setting 
process at the next meeting. Questions to answer would include who would be involved 
and who the final decisionmakers would be. She suggested that there are two aspects of 
equity to keep in mind: an equity lens while rate setting, and an equity lens while creating 
the committee and its processes. Director Broussard agreed with this and suggested 
having Jon [Makler] join the Navigators sub team meeting to discuss more about the toll 
rate setting process. 

• An EMAC member said his major concern is that ODOT does not always have the trust of the 
community, which is one of the reasons EMAC is recommending the equity committee. It would 
ensure that members of the community are included in the decision-making process.  

• An EMAC member asked where EMAC’s boundaries are as far as how generated funds can be 
used. Garet Prior (Project Team) said that part two of the recommendations, which deals with 
revenue and will be discussed at the next meeting, is a better place to have that discussion.  

Jessica asked how the group felt about Recommended Action 1. An EMAC member said they understood 
that the language in that recommendation isn’t in congruence with the commonly used industry language. 
They also agreed on the need to add a focus on “outcomes” to the language.  

• An EMAC member said one of the reasons they’re supporting “demand management” is because 
if they can convince more people to carpool, they can still reduce the number of cars on the road 
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without raising the toll. Another member followed up that it’s important to distribute the demand so 
that it’s not all at peak travel hours.  

Jessica repeated back ODOT’s suggested edits to the Recommended Actions and asked for group 
agreement on the language. There was general agreement to make the suggested edits. The committee 
also agreed that the toll rate setting committee conversation (suggested by Commissioner Smith) should 
happen before changing Recommended Action 3.  

A poll was conducted to gauge the group’s agreement with part one of the recommendations – the 
majority of EMAC members voted “yes” with some EMAC members voting “maybe”. Jessica then initiated 
a brief discussion about the poll results. The group agreed it was okay to have some uncertainty in the 
recommendations and they would continue to be refined in the sub team meetings.   

5 EMAC continuation 
Jessica discussed the goals for EMAC’s continuation and invited EMAC to discuss onboarding for new 
members.  

• An EMAC member said they should prioritize bringing more gender diversity to the committee.  

• An EMAC member said ongoing community engagement (i.e. discussion groups) could be an 
opportunity to recruit new members who are inherently interested in the project. He also 
suggested a “committee buddy system” where each recruit is paired with a senior member to 
review documents and talk about the process moving forward.  

• An EMAC member said a future committee needs to be stacked heavily in favor of Clackamas 
County residents who will be directly affected by decisions in the I-205 corridor. He said EMAC 
should focus on agencies and organizations who will have tolling in their backyard.  

• An EMAC member asked about how representation would be allocated. He said that EMAC can 
get very technical, and asked if the committee will be flexible enough to slow down and have 
conversations with people who don’t have a bureaucratic background. Jessica responded that the 
Project Team will first be reaching out to each member individually to gauge interest in 
continuing, and committee composition will be addressed after that’s established. Garet followed 
up that the work to diversify the committee will be continuous.  

6 Community Engagement 
Jessica introduced Mareshah “MJ” Jackson and Ping Khaw to discuss community engagement efforts. 
MJ briefly went over the background and purpose for discussion groups that have taken place before 
bringing Ping up to provide initial key takeaways from the discussion groups.  

Ping went over areas that people in the discussion groups had the most questions about. One area of 
commentary to note was sensitivity to the phrase “low-income” when describing groups of people. Youth 
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groups [16yrs – 25yrs] suggested a “rewards program” within the tolling system for those with a history of 
safe driving. 

MJ went over brief updates from April and gave an overview of ways that EMAC has contributed to the 
RMPP survey and Low-Income Toll Report. Ping followed up that a BIPOC discussion group is happening 
on May 2nd.  

Ping provided some more input from the discussion groups – mainly, that transparency in discussing 
where there’s work to be done is key - and invited discussion with EMAC.  

• An EMAC member highlighted Ping’s input about groups’ sensitivity to the phrase “low-income” 
and asked for her thoughts on better language to use for people who’d benefit from a subsidy. 
Ping said they use “people facing financial difficulties” because it’s more flexible for a variety of 
monetary situations. An EMAC member representing TriMet said they use federal language, 
which is “low-income,” but when it comes to speaking to the public they use the terminology for 
programs (e.g. Low-Fare program) instead of for people.  

• Ping added that during the discussion with people experiencing disabilities, she learned that 
overstimulation can be an issue when it comes to zoom meetings, especially for those who are 
visually impaired. Suggested keeping that in mind for virtual meetings and prioritizing static 
documents and pre-sent documents as a solution.  

• Izzy Armenta, EMAC member, invited the group to Oregon Walks’ upcoming event in May as a 
follow-up to discussions about EMAC and Oregon Walks partnering for future community 
engagement efforts.  

Jessica informed the group that a CBO discussion group will be attended by James Paulson, Dr. Phil Wu, 
and Fabian Hidalgo Guerrero on May 3rd as a continuation of the group’s community engagement efforts.  

7 NEPA Scuba Update 
Garet explained the purpose of the Scuba team and went over some of the discussions they’ve had in 
past meetings around the Low-Income Toll Report and the Step One Equity Framework Memo. Garet 
reported the following thoughts and suggestions from Scuba sub team members: 

Low-Income Toll Report 

• General support of the analysis and initial identification of equity travel patterns 

• There were suggestions to consider the fluidity of geographic areas before using certain locations 
to determine eligibility for a low-income program; Garet also shared thoughts about other 
demographic qualifiers that could be taken into consideration outside of income level 

• The revenue source that will be most affected by discounts is still to be determined 
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Equity Framework Step One Memo 

• Concern from some members about tolling interstate trips from Clark County to Portland 
International Airport 

• Questions on reducing Vehicle Miles Traveled without burdening equity communities 

• Deeper analysis on travel patterns and more refined details on local small, minority, women 
and/or veteran-owned business are to come 

After Garet’s presentation, there were no questions from EMAC for the Scuba team. 

8 Public Comment 
Jessica welcomed members of the public to make virtual comment and provided instructions for how to 
do so. Three members of the public provided comments.  

Bill Merchant expressed concerns about the impacts to rural communities and whether they are being 
considered in the process. (meeting recording [video; 1:51:06]) 

Dean Suhr expressed concerns about the terminology (“equity and mobility”) not being inclusive of elderly 
people who don’t have a lot of discretionary income. Dean also shared information about an effort to 
implement a constitutional amendment that requires a vote prior to tolling at www.notoll.army. (meeting 
recording [video; 1:52:56]) 

Rob expressed frustration with feeling like some questions were unanswered. Rob also thanked Dwight 
[Brashear] for seeking increased Clackamas County representation on EMAC (meeting recording [video; 
1:54:55] 

9 Closing 
Jessica noted the next EMAC meeting will be in May and asked if the group would be willing to meet on 
Thursday, the 26th instead of Wednesday the 25th. An email will be sent to confirm the best date. There 
will also be Scuba and Navigators sub team meetings in May. Jessica then asked for the group to 
volunteer a closing thought. Commissioner Smith noted the importance of the committee’s work and 
acknowledged the public comments received. She reminded everyone that the role of EMAC is to provide 
recommendations to the OTC on how to make tolling equitable. EMAC’s role is not to determine whether 
or not to toll. Commissioner Smith expressed her hope that EMAC’s recommendations to the OTC can be 
embedded in the toll program going forward.  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6G_6qUphd00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6G_6qUphd00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6G_6qUphd00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6G_6qUphd00
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10 Meeting Evaluation Results 
One committee member completed the meeting evaluation. Results are outlined below. 
 
Question 1: What topics or issues do we need to address or revisit in future meetings? (0 
answered) 

Question 2: What aspects of today’s meeting and/or the preparation for the meeting did you like or 
dislike? (0 answered) 

 
Question Strongly 

Agree 
Somewhat 

Agree 
Somewhat 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Skipped 

3. The meeting met my expectations 
for equitable involvement and 
treatment of committee members, 
consistent with the guiding 
principles in the Committee 
Charter. 

1 0 0 0 0 

4. The presentation and speakers 
were engaging and encouraged 
dialog.  

1 0 0 0 0 

5. I clearly understood the meeting 
objectives and knew what we 
were trying to accomplish. 

1 0 0 0 0 

6. The communications and 
materials sent in advance of the 
meeting were relevant, advanced 
my learning, and contributed to 
my ability to meaningfully 
participate. 

1 0 0 0 0 

7. I had the opportunity to speak, be 
heard, and contribute to decisions 
under consideration. 

1 0 0 0 0 
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11 Meeting Chat box record from zoom 
15:01:01 From  Brian Cory Dobbs  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 going live on YouTube now... 
15:02:00 From  Nick Fazio  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 Thanks Brian! 
15:47:46 From  Chris Lepe (he/him)  to  Everyone: 
 Would it be helpful to share some examples of the kinds of voices/stakeholders that are 
typically represented in toll rate setting committees? Is it transportation agency staff? Engineers and 
planners? Elected officials? Are there typically any community representives and equity voices present - 
presumably with a technical background/understanding/experience? 
15:56:20 From  Lucinda Broussard  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 The public comprises the committee. 
16:07:23 From  James Paulson  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 Says Panalist can't vote 
16:13:45 From  Lucinda Broussard  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 I have to signoff. Thank you for letting me share. More info to come on the rate setting process 
16:13:55 From  Sharon Smith  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 thanks lucinda 
16:14:03 From  Chris Lepe (he/him)  to  Everyone: 
 Thank you Lucinda. Great discussion everyone! 
16:20:10 From  Garet Prior, ODOT (he/him)  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 I call Dwight for my buddy 
16:22:22 From  Michael Espinoza  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 I'm curious about the workplan for beyond July and what the next milestones would be. 
16:26:55 From  Dwight Brashear  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 I'm a public transit commuter and I have a bus to catch. Great discussion. Thanks for allowing 
me to be a small part of this project.  Have a great evening, EMAC. 
16:44:29 From  Garet Prior, ODOT (he/him)  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 https://oregonwalks.org/ 
16:46:55 From  Jessica Stanton  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 Thank you so much Ping for an excellent update! 
16:59:33 From  Michael Espinoza  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 I can do 5/26 
16:59:50 From  Dr. Philip Wu  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 I can do 5/26 as well. 
16:59:53 From  Amanda Garcia-Snell  to  Hosts and panelists: 
 Me too. 
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12 Written Public Comment 
See attachment.  
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Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee  
Meeting 17 Public Comments 

Date received 2/21/2022 
Source Project inbox 
From Christian Kruse 
Subject Committee Public Comment 

 

The proposed I-205 toll road as well as the future I-5 toll puts an immense burden on Canby's lower 
income workers.  

Canby's location on the southern end of Portland Metro means workers have few choices of employment 
within the city and have no choice but to commute via either I205 or I5. Many are working class people 
who work in trades, and therefore have no choice but to drive work vehicles to their jobsite. While many 
people within the Metro area may be able to telecommute, tradesmen have no such opportunity. Putting 
the burden of an additional tax on an already low income people is as morally wrong as it is inequitable. 
In fact, its a regressive tax on the working poor. 

To have these tolls proposed at a time the state has surpluses is an added insult. Canby residents 
already pay gas taxes on their daily commute as well as Metro taxes while receiving no additional 
services. Gas taxes ARE user taxes. These tolls create a toll wall for Canby workers. Oregonians are not 
looking for additional taxes while the state already has a surplus. Find a new source of revenue that 
doesn't penalize the working poor. 

Date received 2/22/2022 
Source Project inbox 
From Steve Morris 
Subject Oregon Toll Presentation question / Committee Public Comment 

 

Since Senator Wyden said tolls are not fair - What is ODOT doing to ensure that tolls will not 
disproportionately impact the working poor? These are the people that have to drive for their service level 
jobs in pickups you see on the highway.  They're already being forced to pay $4/gal for gas and now you 
want to increase the price of going to work? 

Date received 2/23/2022 
Source Project inbox 
From Mary Rigert 
Subject Committee Public Comment 

 

No tolling of taxpayer highways in Oregon!!! The gas tax is plenty. Stop over subsidized efforts for bikes! 
A growing and prosperous economy needs transportation with energy and well maintains roads! A lifelong 
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Oregonian farmer who built this state! It is amazing to me the arrogance of people who have never built 
anything tell me what to do! 

Date received 2/28/2022 
Source Project inbox 
From Tony 
Subject Committee Public Comment 

 

I have been following your idiotic tolling idea and it is just that idiotic. I saw a write up recently where 
polling has shown that tolling will reduce traffic....of course it will, people will bypass the tolls and clog up 
the surface streets. Any and ALL persons involved in this idiotic idea needs to be fired. It will serve NO 
GOOD for the freeway system other than force motorists to avoid the freeway altogether and increase the 
traffic on surface streets. The ONLY idea as far as tolling goes that makes any sense at all is to toll ONLY 
the lane you want to add so motorists will have a choice not be FORCED into paying an idiotic toll that 
quite honestly is robbing motorists of their hard earned money. If ODOT has a clue at all how to manage 
their damn budget they would have plenty of money to take care of the roads but they don't. TRASH THE 
TOLLING IDEA, IT IS TOTALLY UNFAIR ROBBERY OF MOTORISTS HARD EARNED MONEY. All the 
money spent "studying" this idea could have already been used to improve the freeways but typical 
ODOT wasting of money the "studies" continue. 

Date received 2/28/202 
Source Project inbox 
From Michael Lightbourne 
Subject Committee Public Comment 

 

Unfortunately, YouTube had the discussion turned off, so I could not ask questions. But it sounded to me 
like this is a done deal; that tolls are coming (first to I-205).  The first question that I have is, how many of 
you live in the Oregon City, West Linn area?  My guess is none.  The second question I have is, how 
many of you have been elected by the voters?  My guess is none again.  And if I am correct in my 
assessment, not only are you making decisions for the southeast quadrant of Portland, but none of you 
will be affected by your decisions.  Not to mention, that your decisions are being made without voters 
approving your decisions.  I have written to the governor, many lawmakers, as well as our Congressional 
and Senate appointees (all elected by vote) to ask why adding tolls to roads in Portland is not being put 
on the ballet?  Todays committee ceremony was sanctimonious.  Although my first impression was that 
none of you are really informed, but yet are pushing ahead with tolls. None of you really have a handle on 
the impact for folks living in Oregon City (and surrounding communities) or West Linn (and surrounding 
communities).  I am also disturbed that the proposed tolling funds would not be going strictly to improving 
I-205 (making the section between Oregon City and Stafford Road three lanes and widening the 
Abernethy Bridge), but would be going to other projects as well.  Which means that down the line, tolling 
will be nothing more than an additional tax that can be used for whatever purpose Salem decides.  Which 
me again makes wonder, why is tolling not on the ballet?  My guess is because the voters would vote it 
down. What does that tell you?? 
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Date received 2/28/2022 
Source Project inbox 
From Lori Meuser 
Subject Committee Public Comment 

 

Washington County funds their road system through the MSTIP (Major Streets Transportation 
Improvement Program, vehicle registration fees and county gas tax at the very least. Multnomah County 
and City of Portland have multiple funding sources for road improvements and maintenance. Clackamas 
County has fairly recently adopted a vehicle registration fee and those residents pay the least in the 
tricounty area for their road improvements. Clackamas County residents are concerned about tolling 
resulting in more use on local streets yet they pay the least to maintain them. The tolling project should 
consider that Clackamas County residents and the Board of Commissioners opposition to the tolling is 
appalling as they pay the least in road fees and maintenance costs. They have created their own road 
maintenance problems for decades by not paying their fair share to maintain their roads. 

Date received 3/14/2022 
Source Project inbox 
From Nicole Blanchard 
Subject Equity 

 

ODOT Equity Committee, 

I’ve read my share of biased propaganda, but this takes the cake. You know what is still missing? How 
ODOT will address the lack of public transportation options for local residents and how it impacts lower 
income residents, no sunset clause for the tolling, no disclosed tolling rate (even though ODOT has that 
information to base their estimated revenue on), and no solution for traffic diversion. 

In a recent mailing from ODOT, the Tolling Program Coordinator, Lucinda Broussard, is quoted as saying 
“Unique is doing something that’s never been done before. We’re talking about tolling all lanes on an 
interstate to manage congestion. Managing congestion by pricing for all lanes is unique, and even more 
unique because we’re talking about doing it on over 50 miles. I believe we will be successful. I consider 
congestion pricing a way to give people back some time in their lives.” Find the quote here: 
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/tolling/Pages/Latest-News.aspx 

This quote can be found in a link from email ODOT sent out celebrating Equity and Women’s History 
month. It touts how equitable this tolling will be….except it never once mentions how tolling is equitable. 
Per Ms. Broussard’s quote, people might be “getting more time back in their life,” but they will have to pay 
for it which is inherently inequitable to those who can least afford it and do not have other transportation 
options. The workers with the least flexibility in their work schedules and families picking up and dropping 
of from schools and daycare do not have the luxury of adhering to congestion pricing. If simply saving 
time was an equity solution, we’d all choose to travel when the freeways were less congested. Most 
importantly, Ms. Broussard and her tolling team simply parroting the word “equity” over and over doesn’t 
make the tolling any more equitable. They clearly have zero concept how tolling ALL lanes of a freeway 
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system is going to impact our communities.  I am shocked that the leader of this program has so little 
understanding of this as ODOT continues to push forward despite objection on every front. 

There’s no justification for tolling all lanes in both directions.  It’s inequitable and it’s guaranteed that I will 
do everything in my power to make sure this gets on the ballot this fall. I’m confident that this proposal will 
fail when it comes to a vote because ODOT cannot expect to succeed while ignoring the proverbial 
“elephant in the room.” 

Can I please get a copy or link to the results of the equity study? I’d like to better understand how this 
tolling project will be equitable for people with options, and if exceptions will be granted, how this program 
would be implemented and thresholds for getting exceptions. 

I’d also like someone from ODOT to contact me regarding the traffic diversion for the I-205 proposal. 
Simply stating ODOT doesn’t think it will be an issue is not an answer. I’m a licensed engineer 
specializing in transportation and would like a technical explanation of what’s being studied and how 
diversion will be addressed. 

Date received 4/25/2022 
Source Project inbox 
From Joe Jensen 
Subject Committee Public Comment 

 

I am OPPOSED to tolling in every shape and form. 1) It hurts the working class by driving up the cost of 
getting to and from work.  2) It will not significantly reduce traffic congestion. Use Biden's infrastructure 
money to expand the freeways and or build another by-pass around the Portland metro area to 
accommodate the ever increasing amount of traffic traveling from points south to Seattle. 

 

Date received 4/25/2022 
Source Project inbox 
From Lyle Wiese 
Subject Committee Public Comment 

Call it a toll, a road use fee, a tax or whatever you would like. Simply put, it is just another expense 
coming out of the local residents pocket every time we want to cross the Willamette River and/or the 
Tualatin River with a goal to charge us for using all of I-5 and I-205 in the Portland metro area. 

 The residents of Clackamas County already pay an extra $30 per year for road maintenance when 
renewing their license plates.  I was charged the Clackamas County fee when I renewed the plate on my 
car hauler trailer which sits in the driveway most of the time.  Why should we have to pay more in the form 
of tolls? 

In addition to the County fee, there is the Oregon DEQ vehicle emissions test fee requirement when 
renewing vehicle licenses.  This would be in addition to all the other taxes and fees we pay just to live in 
the area.  There are numerous taxes and fees on our PGE bills, telephone/internet bills, water bills, 
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heating bills, deposits on various bottles and cans, which are very difficult to get back in Oregon City due 
to the lack of parking at the bottle return center, in addition to property, fuel (both state and federal) and 
income taxes. 

One of the expectations of the toll is for employers to vary the employee start times to reduce congestion.  
How many employers are willing or able to change shift start times?  For those companies that ship their 
products out via trucks daily, there is no room for change; the trucks are only able to pick up products at 
certain times during the day.  

Another expectation is more people will work from home.  As the pandemic has taught us, not everyone 
can work from home. 

 I recently drove from the local area to Seattle and back.  The State of Washington is making massive 
improvements to their freeway system.  The traffic noticeably improved after I crossed the I-205 bridge 
into Washington. When returning, the traffic was smooth until I came to the Glenn Jackson bridge where 
the traffic stopped.  It is being said improving the freeway system will only cause more congestion.  I 
disagree; the drive to and from Seattle proves differently.  In addition, there were no tolls on the drive. 

Part of the toll project is adding a third lane from Stafford to Oregon City. There was a third lane added 
from I-5 to Stafford without tolling. 

The State of Oregon has received billions of dollars from the Federal Government.  Use this money for 
the I-205 / I-5 improvements and do not toll the local residents. 
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